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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The level of 2023 activity this year mirrored 2022: 13 events (14) involved 132 teams (129), 23 fields 
(25) and 502 games (508).  

Preparations for the season were disrupted by several competitions having no Bid prior to Congress 
2023. Efforts were made during the meeting itself to rectify the situation, with some success. Zagreb 
committed to the 4-team WSEC almost immediately, but neither CSPESC nor MSESC hosts, 
respectively Bulgaria and Olympia Haarlem, leading three Clubs in partnership, were able to confirm 
until the very end of February,  

A new host venue appeared this year, Roef! Club in Moergestel, NED hosted the inaugural 
WSECWCB event with eight teams, including the Titans from Botswana. We congratulate them on 
the success of their first WBSCE event. Competitions are listed in Appendix 1  

Several events were adversely affected by weather, not an unusual occurrence, but this year, in 
addition to not uncommon rain delays, high temperatures made a significant impact. Several affected 
venues reacted by using hydration breaks for umpires, and / or adjusted the schedule to avoid play 
during the hottest parts of the day.  

This year we recorded 3 Injuries (13) and 6 (7) Ejections. 

 

2. TC GROUP 
 

Technical Commissioners 

13 Technical Commissioners fulfilled 20 assignments during the season. The membership of this 
group saw some important changes during 2023. Bob Kessler (ISR) and Lis Castro (DEN) both 
retired after many years of service to the sport; Arjan Baanen (NED), having previously been active 
in Men’s fastpitch, worked his first tournament with us as a prospective TC and we are happy that 
he will now continue in this role. Anna di Luca (ITA) was absent in 2023 due to the demands of a 
young family, but we hope that 2024 will provide a convenient opportunity for her to resume duties. 

The need for TCs to work additional events and accept disruptive changes at short notice did 
highlight the need for a larger group. Several potential Commissioners have been identified and we 
hope to assign those selected as probationary TCs in 2024. We are keen to spread our geographical 
‘reach’ to take advantage of potential across the whole WBSCE. 
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Like Umpire and Scorer colleagues, TCs are concerned about the demands made on their stamina 
and flexibility when running our larger events: we will all benefit from a serious re-appraisal of the 
structure and staffing of multi-field competitions, started at the Softball Commission meeting in 
Antwerp in November 2023 and continuing at Congress. 

Our TCs faced some challenging situations during the 2023 season which will now prompt revision 
of our Softball Disciplinary process in the context of overall WBSCE procedures. This exercise is 
one task within our annual recurring task of document review, covering all our Regulations, Protocols 
and supporting TC materials.  

Our 2024 Biennial TC Workshop is scheduled for February 23 / 25 in Malta. Communication issues 
will as always have a place on the agenda, including the ways we can assist new Organisers in the 
preparation of their Bids as well as liaison with successful hosts before and during all competitions.  

 

Umpires 

113 SE Umpire assignments were completed across all events, including Masters and EMRYT 
where additional officials were also provided by the local Federation. 

The Umpire management group have continued their provision of training courses, designed for 
each development level through to full WBSC qualification, which 7 SE blues achieved at the 
Saronno WEPC in August. We congratulate them all. 

Issues to be developed for 2024 include increasing the use of a timer / clock to facilitate more 
consistent control of 60-second innings changeovers and help reduce unnecessary delays during 
games. 

The Director of Umpire’s 2023 Report provides a much fuller description of their active and 
successful year. 

 

Scorers 

At Congress 2023 we committed to developing the structure and organisation of our scorer group. 

SiCs at each event are introduced to a group of scorers, provided by the local Federation / Club, and 
may have no indication of their previous experience or exposure to the MyBallclub tablet-based 
system. 

The Scoring Commission now asks SiCs to assess each of the scorers they work with, to create a 
skills register to inform future SiCs and to identify areas where improvements may be made. At the 
larger events, however, this requires time and availability not possible for an SIC primarily tasked to 
check and approve game scoring records prior to publication. 

During 2023 the Commission effectively collaborated with hosts who had difficulty in providing the 
required number of qualified umpires for events in Denmark, Bulgaria and Croatia. This included, 
with the assistance of the WBSCE Treasurer, assigning experienced scorers from elsewhere to join 
the team, and enabling the SiC to arrive one day early to conduct a clinic for the local scorers. Even 
in the Netherlands, well served by experienced scorers, the demands of several large events over 
the same period required additional resources from Belgium. Of the 98 scorers required in 2023, 14 
were sourced by the Commission facilitating scorers coming from other Federations. 

SiCs face a particular challenge at our largest competitions where the demands of checking, 
approving and publishing as many as 5 or 6 games daily from each of 3 or 4 fields prevents them 
from being available to work alongside and observe their colleagues, thereby able to assess, monitor 
and mentor their teams in the same way that UiCs do. This factor must be taken into account during 
any debate on how we might best meet the challenges of competitions with up to 75 or more games, 
in multiple locations sometimes remote from the central site. 
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Looking forward, the Scoring Commission will be supporting the improvement of Scoring standards 
at our events working within the WBSC Commission to develop new online training modules, made 
available to all WBSCE scorers requiring knowledge of the MyBallclub tablet system via the WBSC 
Academy website. Basic paper-based scoring fundamentals are still best learned through practice 
in local games, followed by growing experience in Regional events ideally self-run by a cluster of 
Federations - also a topic for discussion during Congress. 

 

3. MEDIA AND ECs 
 

Media Officers 

MOs are now integral to our competitions and their impact on our wider constituency, the players 
and fans watching from a distance. During 2023, 3 Media officers attended 8 of our twelve 12 events, 
and streamed 11.  

YouTube Numbers across WBSCE events during the whole season in all disciplines except for 
Baseball 2023 and Blind Baseball were impressive: 748.3K views were recorded with 190.1K hours 
watched by +5.3K subscribers and generating 8.4M impressions. 

 

European Commissioners 

Retaining the previous initials of the Executive Commissioner, ECs remain the most senior member 
of WBSCE present at the event, and although primarily responsible for the ceremonial aspects of 
the event in collaboration with the Organisers, their role extends to developing relations with hosts 
and Federation delegates present, meeting sponsors and local officials supportive of the hosts and 
providing a channel of communication to the Commission or main Board and recommendations to 
TC management.  

 

4. DISCIPLINARY 
 

Since the merger of European Softball and Baseball, the work of the Disciplinary Commission was 
assumed by the Board as a common function across WBSCE. Although this is the official structure, 
in practice there has been no integration as yet of Softball’s game-based reporting of breaches of 
behaviour with the later review and oversight which is properly exercised by an independent entity.  

Only a few instances may have occurred each year, but when they do can be significant: even 
Ejection penalties might need further management as they can extend between seasons.  

 

5. OTHER RELATIONSHIPS 
 

WBSC Assignments  

No Report on the Softball year in Europe could neglect to mention the WBSC 2023 heats for 
Women’s World Cup 2024, all three of which were played in Europe, in Dublin, Spain and Italy – 
where the Final will also take place. 

By virtue of WBSCE qualification and hosting wild cards, five WBSCE teams participated, with NED 
advancing to the Final stage next year, with ITA as host participant. Europe also welcomed a further 
thirteen of the world’s top Softball teams at our sport’s premiere Women’s event. 

In addition to all the efforts of our three host Federations and venues, the WBSCE community further 
provided: 12 TD / TC roles; 11 as UiC / Umpires; 15 as SiC / Scorers. 
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We congratulate all those selected to serve at the World level and appreciate the additional skills 
and experience gained which will benefit WBSCE across Europe. While these and other 
appointments to World events removed so many officials from SE events, other members of the 
respective teams accepted additional assignments to fulfil all our requirements. We are grateful for 
the flexibility they have demonstrated in taking extra assignments. 

 

2023 to officials 

Every official assigned in 2023 received a personal water-bottle with WBSCE and SE identifiers. Not 
only does this benefit the environment by removing several thousand one-use plastic bottles from 
use and disposal, but hosts are able to reduce costs by replacing them with supply from taps, drums 
or water-fountains. This also removes any requirement for cups - disposable or otherwise. The 
benefits are magnified when teams follow this example and we look to more Federations to 
encourage their teams to adopt this practice. 

Reviewing the considerable efforts made by the members of our Technical and Competitions 
Commissions and our Umpires, Scorers and Media officers, I end with sincere thanks to all of them, 
and hope all Softball Federations will join in congratulating the whole TC Group for committing 
themselves to another hard-working and successful season. 

 

 

JM Jennings 

Director, Technical & Competitions. 
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App 1: SUMMARY OF 2023 EVENTS  

 

COMPETITIONS 2023           

Name FED Location Teams Fields Games Ejections Injuries 

1 U16MSECh CZE Tabor 5 1 22     

            2 1 

2 U18MSECh CZE Sezimovo Usti 4 1 14     

                

3 MSECh DEN Horsholm 12 2 44 1 1 

                

4 U18SWCh CZE Prague 20 3 86 - - 

                

5 CSPESC BUL Sofia 13 3 75 - - 

                

6 EMRYT ITA Collecchio 13 2 42 - - 

                

7 WSEPC ITA  Saronno 10 2 35 - 1 

                

8 WSEC CRO Zagreb 4 1 14 - - 

                

9 WSECWCA ITA Caronno Pert. 7 1 26 - - 

                

10 WSECWCB NED Moergestel 8 1 26 1 - 

                

11 MSESC NED Haarlem 20 4 76     

                

12 MSEMC ESP St Boi 8 1 21 2 - 

                

13 WSEMC ESP Viladecans 8 1 21     

                

    TOTALS 2023 132 23 502 6 3 

                

    TOTALS 2022 129 25 508 7 13 

                
 


